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We argue that CP-vlolatlon effects below a few × 10 -3 are probably undetectable at hadron and electron colllders Thus only 
operators whose contributions interfere with tree-level Standard Model amphtudes are detectable We hst these operators for 
Standard Model external parhcles and some two- and three-body final state reactions that could show detectable effects. These 
could test electroweak baryogenesls scenarios. 
1. Introduction 
Our unders tanding  of  the baryon asymmet ry  of  the 
universe is at an excit ing stage of  development .  Ideas 
that  show promise  for explaining the baryon asym- 
metry  at the electroweak scale are being s tudied [ 1 ]. 
So far, all such approaches  require large CP-vlola- 
tion, i.e., CP-vlolat ing terms in the lagrangian with 
coefficients of  the same order  as the gauge couplings. 
I f  such terms exist, their  presence may be direct ly 
detectable in collisions at the electroweak scale. The 
purpose of  this paper  is to emphasize  several pro- 
cesses that  can be s tudied at present  and  future colli- 
ders to search for large CP-violat ing effects, with em- 
phasis on FNAL.  While  the possibil i ty of  relating such 
effects to the origin of  the baryon asymmet ry  is par-  
t icularly exciting, mot iva t ion  for the study of  such 
processes is also p rov ided  by the s imple observat ion 
that  at the present  t ime publ ished hmi ts  do not  exist 
for the size of  most  CP-violat ing processes at the 100 
GeV scale. Thus heretofore undetected large ( ~ 50%) 
CP-v~olation could occur in some processes at high 
energy hadron  colhders.  
Existing electroweak baryogenesis  scenarios often 
depend  on CP-violat ing Higgs interact ions such as 
ih/],s t. These are probably  the most  impor tan t  ver- 
t ices to study. Although the mot iva t ion  for hypoth-  
esizing other  vertices is less compell ing,  given the 
speculat ive nature of  present  electroweak baryoge- 
nesls scenarios we believe that  a systematic  study o f  
all processes which could show a large CP-violat lon 
is appropr ia te .  
We unders tand,  of  course, that  none of  the reac- 
t ions we list will be easy to study, but  we th ink it will 
eventual ly be possible to carry out  such analyses. The 
impl ica t ions  of  a posit ive result are large enough that  
the effort is justif ied.  
We will parameterize general CP-violation in terms 
of  CP-vlolatxng operators  of  d imens ion  less than or  
equal to six. In this paper ,  we confine our  a t tent ion 
to those operators  that  involve only the S tandard  
Model  (SM)  fields; perhaps eventual ly operators  in- 
volving, for example,  superpar tners  can be studied. 
CP-violat ion parameters  at low energies such as ~, 
e ' ,  and dn [2 ] generally place only weak constraints  
on higher d imensional  CP-violat lng operators  be- 
cause some of  these operators  contain  der ivat ive 
couplings that  provide  a factor of  g that  leads to 
suppression at low energies. At coll ider energies, 
however,  these operators  can be as large as the SM 
vertices. At the present  t ime we have only made  qual- 
i ta t ive analyses of  such constraints  and checked that  
none of  the processes we examine are excluded from 
occurring at s igmficant  levels; we will report  a more  
careful and systematic analysis in the future. 
2. CP-violation at colliders 
A number  of  analyses of  possible CP-violat ion ef- 
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fects at colhders have been pubhshed [3-7].  Some 
have emphasized the possible role of the top quark 
[6-12 ]. There is, however, a major constraint that 
we feel has not been considered sufficiently. For both 
theoretical and experimental reasons, we think that 
it is probably impossible to detect CP-violation ef- 
fects of the order of 10 - 3  In  colhder experiments. 
The first reason is that the detectors will not be CP- 
invarxant. Systematic studies can be done to deter- 
mine at what level asymmetries in electric or mag- 
netic field lines, nonuniformity in acceptance effi- 
ciency, or spatial asymmetries in the detector could 
induce an apparent CP-asymmetry. Intuitively one 
might guess they could be of the order of 10-3. To 
argue they were smaller than that level would require 
careful studies of SM processes that are not sensitive 
to CP-violation effects. In this experimental "proof", 
it will be necessary to get the errors on charge and 
parity dependent measurements of particular pro- 
cesses below 0.1%. This could be very difficult, since 
even the most abundant process that might allow such 
a measurement, probably single W production, will 
have statistical errors on any measurement even at 
the SSC that are of the order of 10 -3. Whether sys- 
tematic errors can be reduced to that level is not 
known. Furthermore, all analysis cuts and whatever 
processes are used to calibrate the detector must be 
shown to be CP-invarlant at the relevant level. 
The second reason is that it will probably be very 
difficult to isolate and ehmlnate spurious CP-violat- 
lng effects from the SM processes at the 10-3 level. 
Whenever one is studying CP-violatlon by actually 
studying "naive T"-vlolatlon and assuming C P T - i n -  
variance, one has to be sure that spurious " T " - V l O -  
latlng effects such as final state interactions [9,11] 
are not present. For example, gluon exchange in- 
duces an apparent parity-violating transverse polari- 
zation of the order of ( 1-2)% in t tproductlon [ 6 ]. 
This effect can be approximately calculated [ 6 ] and 
a correction made both theoretically and experimen- 
tally, but it will be difficult to eliminate a residual 
effect of the order of 0.2%. The process u t ~ t b  pro- 
vides another example. For this reaction, one can 
search for CP-violation by studying uaT-~ tb-and look- 
ing for "T"-violatlng observables formed from mo- 
menta and the top spin. Then final state QCD inter- 
actions and top width effects both induce such 
observables in the range (0. l -  1 ) %. Yet another ex- 
ample is the WJJ channel, perhaps plus softer jets, that 
will be a background for t{. Parton level processes in 
which quarks scatter by exchanging a gluon and one 
of the quarks radiates a W will interfere with pro- 
cesses in which the quarks scatter by exchanging a Z 
and one of the quarks or the Z radiates a W, gener- 
ating an irreducible parity violating component in the 
background; this can easily look like a CP-violating 
effect of the order of 1% if it is not corrected for. Per- 
haps after a detailed simulation is studied it can be 
reduced by an appropriate choice of bins and cuts. 
The difficulty is that one must find all such effects 
and eliminate them before one could believe that 
there is a new source of CP-vlolation. 
Furthermore, even when comparing CP-conjugate 
reaction corrections must be made for structure func- 
tion differences and backgrounds. These effects are 
partly measurable and calculable in the SM, so they 
can be partly corrected for, but it would take a great 
deal of effort and confidence to believe in a new ef- 
fect that was much below about a few tenths of a per- 
cent. In addition, any effects that depend on top spin 
may be affected by some hadronization of the top 
quark that polarizes or depolarizes the top quark spin. 
We can categorize these arguments ,1 as follows. 
CP-vlolating effects could be searched for with three 
different approaches. First, one can compare explic- 
itly CP-conjugate processes such as W + versus W - ,  
t versus {. These are particularly sensitive to structure 
function effects. Second, one can look for triple sca- 
lar products with non-zero averages. These are par- 
ticularly sensitive to backgrounds. In this case one 
should try to use integral techniques such as the 
method given in our numerical example of section 
3.1 below. Third, perhaps the most hopeful approach 
is using inclusive integrated observables, as empha- 
sized in ref. [7], where the number of positive and 
negative leptons from top decay is compared. Even 
here, to claim an effect at the 10 - 4  level it is neces- 
sary to prove that the detector is CP-lnvariant at the 
3 × 10 -5 level, and background effects such as the 
non-equality of b W  + ~ t  and b -w-~ / -mus t  be sup- 
pressed by at least two orders of magnitude. We em- 
phasize that what can ultimately be achieved is up to 
the experimenters to decide, independent oftheoret- 
~1 One of us appreciates a discussion on these questions with M 
Peskm 
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ical a r g u m e n t s  ( b u t  t a k i n g  a c c o u n t  o f  S M  back -  
g r o u n d s ) .  We  urge  t h a t  t he  s ens i t i v i t y  b e  p u s h e d  as 
fa r  as poss ib le .  
E v e n  i f  a n  o b s e r v a b l e  t h a t  does  n o t  su f fe r  f r o m  a n y  
o f  t he  a b o v e  effects  c o u l d  be  c o n s t r u c t e d ,  i t  c a n n o t  
s ignal  C P - v l o l a t i o n  o n  a n  e v e n t - b y - e v e n t  bas is .  T h u s ,  
in  o r d e r  to  p r o b e  C P - v i o l a t i n g  effects  t h a t  t he  10 -3  
level ,  i t  w o u l d  r e q u i r e  at  leas t  10 6 - 7  e v e n t s  o f  s o m e  
p a r t i c u l a r  type.  T h i s  is a l r eady  a t  t he  l i m i t  o f  the  ca- 
p a b i h t i e s  o f  the  S S C / L H C .  
Because  o f  t he se  a r g u m e n t s  we h a v e  b e c o m e  con-  
v i n c e d  t h a t  i t  is p r o b a b l y  i m p o s s i b l e  to  e s t a b l i s h  n e w  
C P - v i o l a t l n g  effects  o f  the  o r d e r  o f  l 0  -3  col l iders .  
T h a t  is no t  m u c h  o f  a c o n s t r a i n t  o n  F N A L  searches ,  
w h e r e  m o s t  c h a n n e l s  will  h a v e  s t a t i s t i ca l  l i m i t s  o f  the  
s a m e  o r d e r  or  larger,  b u t  i t  m a y  l imi t  searches  at  S S C /  
L H C  w h e r e  s ta t i s t i ca l  ef fects  m i g h t  a p p r o a c h  t he  
1 0 - 3 - 1 0  - 4  level .  E v e n  t h o u g h  i n c l u s i v e  in teg ra l  
s ea r ches  such  as t h a t  o f  ref. [7 ] m a y  h a v e  a c h a n c e  
to get be low the  10 -3  sens i t iv i ty ,  we will p roceed  here  
o n  the  a s s u m p t i o n  t h a t  l 0  -3  is t h e  be s t  t h a t  c a n  be  
a c h i e v e d  s ince  o u r  o w n  t h i n k i n g  l eads  us  to  t h a t  
conc lu s ion .  
T h e r e  ts a q u a l i t a t i v e  d i f f e r ence  in  t he  phys ics  one  
Table 1 
We lxst several two-body processes that can be tested at hadron colhders to detect large CP-vmlatmn. For each process we show one of 
several &agrams that contribute, where a sohd cxrcle stands for the CP-vlolatmg vertex; these interfere with the tree-level SM amphtudes 
of the same form. The next column g~ves typical CP-wolatmg operators that contribute to the process, and the final column hsts ways to 
observe the effect For g t t  we exhxb~t an operator different from the usual magnetic moment one, the operator shown has an extra 
denvatxve and thus a stronger dependence on energy, so that at hadron colllders it may dominate In all cases, dt is the top-quark spin, 
is one of the beam &rectmns, Pt(Pz) is the momentum of the top-quark (Z), and q+ is the momentum of the posmvely charged decay 
product of the Z m qq--,Z°h There are two possible choices for ~, but the observables are independent of this choice. Finally, N + ( N _ )  
refers to the number of posxtlvely charged decay products of either Z or top-quark emerging above (below) the x - z  plane, where the 
coordinate system is defined so that ~ xs the beam momentum making an acute angle with Pt, and Pt hes in the first quadrant of the x - z  
plane, f i=~×~ The coefficients d measure the strengths of the CP-vlolatmg operators Note that Awt, Azh, and ds~ have &mensmns of 
M -2, whale Zlht 1S &mensxonless. 
Reaction Example CP-vlolatmg operator Observables uXt 
u d ~ t ~  U J w r W  +.i-LyuO"bi. Pt '~ Ot" (P, ×~), N + - N _  
o 
q 7; 
qg~--, Z °  h dzhh~ U~°n].u.Z~ Pz'Z. q + " (pz× i~), N÷ - N _  
"4 h 
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can study with 10 -2 effects and with 10 -3 effects. 
Since CP-violating effects always arise from interfer- 
ences, and since all loops in the SM are already sup- 
pressed by factors of the order of l0 -3, i f  10 -3 is in- 
deed a lower l imit  on what could be discovered, we 
conclude that only new CP-vtolatmg effects that inter- 
fere with S M  tree amphtudes could be detected at 
colhders. 
This observation allows one to enumerate  system- 
atically all processes in which new CP-vlolating ef- 
fects coming from vertices with d imens ion  ~< 6 and 
not otherwise excluded could be observed. We only 
need to consider processes that involve at least one 
top quark or boson-boson  couplmgs (such as gauge 
self-couplings or Hlggs-gauge boson couplings [ 13 ] ) 
since the requirement  of interference brings in a fac- 
tor of the mass of any participating fermion. As a cor- 
ollary, we find that even if there is a CP-violatlng ef- 
fect in the process p p ~  Zg, at will be unobservable at 
colhder experiments, contrary to a recent speculation 
[ 14 ]. This point  will be elaborated elsewhere. 
The processes that exhibit tree-level CP-violatlon 
are shown in tables 1, 2. Fortunately all interesting 
vertices in the SM are present, though very large lu- 
minostty would be required to study them all down 
to the 10 -3 level. The two-body processes shown al- 
low one to study all possible vertices of d imension 
~< 6 that satisfy the following constraints: ( i)  in order 
to observe CP-violation either one must  form a T- 
violating observable, which requires that at least one 
of the particles have spin since they are two-body, or 
observe charge conjugate particles which requires ef- 
ficient observation of electric charges, ( i i)  only SM 
external particles, and (iii) an effect of order 10 -3 or 
larger is possible taking into account constraints such 
as those ofref. [ 15 ] on the Z W W v e r t e x .  We assume 
here that SU (2) × U ( 1 ) lnvariance allows one to ob- 
tain Zt/-vertices from WtSones, etc. Going to three- 
body processes one can add the three-gluon vertex. In 
the second column of table 1, we only show a typical 
hypothetical CP-vlolating diagram. These interfere 
with the CP-even contr ibut ion from the SM to yield 
tree-level CP-violation effects. Not all of  the pro- 
cesses generated this way yield an observable in prac- 
tice. In gg--,g~ t/-wlth a CP-violating ggg-vertex, for 
example, the CP-violatlng effect vanishes upon av- 
eraging over initial gluon spins. In the third column 
we show CP-violatmg operators that correspond to 
the CP-odd diagrams. We have written them in a 
t ransparent  form, but m actual calculations we use 
operators that are fully gauge-invarlant [ 5,15,16 ]. 
Thus, 0~ really is the covariant derivative 
D~ = 0 .  1 ' a a 1 ' I " a a - -  i l g z  W ~ , z  - i l g l  B .  - -  ~lg3 G~2 , 
Table 2 
We hst some of the three-body processes that can be tested at FNAL to detect large CP-vlolatlon The entries are defined as in table 1. In 
all cases, the Pz (q,) are the incoming (outgoing) momenta If the charges of parent panons ofJ ets can be identified (see text for details), 
we use the sign of their charges as subscripts of the corresponding momenta. Hence qo is the momentum ofa gluon jet, q+ the momentum 
of a u, d or L etc For gg-,ggg, the observable (gg, defined m section 3.4, is totally symmetric in the qj and in the p,. This observable can 
also be used for qq--,qqg. The simplest observable for qq-,qqg is symmetric m the two momenta of the jets coming from the charged 
quark pairs. Hence, m practice, one only needs to isolate the neutral jet The vector ~ is along one of the beam directions. 
Reaction Example CP-vlolatlng operator Observables 
vvov I ap b e gg~ggg Agf, bc~ G u Gv~Gon Cg 
q ,~v~ op b c 
q q ~ g q q  z l g f , ~ e  G u  Gv~,G,,,T ( q + - q _ ) ' ~  ( q + × q _ ) . l ~  
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whxch connects the wt-b vertex to the Git vertex, etc. 
Since some of the CP-violating operators are di- 
mensmn 6, they have an effective coefficient propor- 
tional to A -z, where A IS some mass scale character- 
XStlC of the new physics. Then the contribution to 
observables could have a factor of g/A 2, and the ef- 
fect will grow with energy. At e r e  - colliders this will 
be a useful effect, but at hadron colliders the struc- 
ture functions cut off such an enhancement. 
3. Observables 
In general, there are two ways to observe CP-vio- 
lauon in high energy processes [ 3-7 ]. One can com- 
pare CP-conjugate reacUons, such as b W ÷~ th  and 
b-W- --, th at the appropriate angles. Then it is neces- 
sary that electric charges and certain kinemaUc quan- 
tities be measured. In most cases that will eventually 
be possible (see section 3.4). Alternatively, assum- 
ing CPT-invariance, one can look for "T"-violating 
observables in a single process as long as we look for 
effects larger than the expected final state interaction 
(FSI). The sensitivity of this method can be sharp- 
ened somewhat by calculating the expected FSI. 
In two-body reacUons one needs a spin as well as 
momenta to form CP-violating observables. For top- 
quark production processes, the simplest "T"-vlolat- 
mg observable is Ct = 6 t • n ,  where ti, and ri are the top 
spin and the unit vector normal to the top production 
plane. The top spin can be analyzed unambiguously 
by letting the top decay into a b-quark and a W and 
measuring their momenta, or even from the charged 
lepton from the W decay [ 17 ]. For a top production 
process ab-* tX, the corresponding CP-violating ob- 
servable IS 0 t" (Pt × Pa ) -Jr O F" (Pi- X Pa ) . However, ffthe 
incoming a can be in either of the collider beams, then 
averaging over the two possible beam directions 
makes (9~ identically zero. In this case, one has to look 
for a more complicated "T"-violating observable that 
does not vamsh upon averaging over the two possible 
&rectmns of the incoming a. Finally, one must verify 
explicitly that the observable thus constructed yields 
a non-vanishing expectation value. We have followed 
this procedure m this paper. 
To convert observables containing the top spin into 
observables containing the momenta of the decay 
products of the top, replace @u in the observable de- 
fined in terms of the top spin by qU~-qg(qw. 
qb)/MZw. The momenta qb and qw are the momenta of 
the decay products of the top, pt=qw+qb. Thus, @" 
ti =6-  (p, ×p)  is equivalent to qw" (qb×P), where p is 
the momentum of one of the incoming particles. 
Below we quote numbers for the maximum sensi- 
tivity achievable in measuring some of the coeffi- 
cients A, of tables 1, 2. These numbers are estxmated 
with a Monte Carlo program by computing the cross 
section for each process for whxch the exhibited ob- 
servable is positive and that for which it Is negative. 
The cross sections are converted into a number of 
events (N ÷ and N - )  by using an integrated lumi- 
nosity of 30 000 pb-  ~ for the SSC, 170 000 pb-  ~ for 
the LHC, and 1000 pb-1 for FNAL; such luminosi- 
ties are appropriate to learn what can ultimately be 
achieved. With CP-violating coefficients A, set to zero 
it is checked that the difference N + - N - < <  
x/N + + N  - ,  1.e., the SM exhibits no CP-vlolatlon. 
The d, is increased until N + - N  - > 3.5x/N + + N  - , 
which is the minimal size at which an effect could be 
observable. Using x /~  errors for Monte Carlo results 
is a little optimistic since statistical errors wdl be 
larger with cross sections that vary over the phase 
space, but since we are only estimating the sensitivity 
it is appropriate to use methods that can be simply 
understood and applied. 
3 1 bW+-, th  
Once the top and a Higgs boson are discovered, one 
can imagine studying this xmportant process. The 
Higgs boson wdl decay to bb-with Mb6=Mh, and Mh 
will be known. There will be an electroweak-QCD 
background with the same characteristics as signal 
events, but the background will not produce a CP- 
violating effect. 
The simplest observable d,. ~b ×Pt) works if we 
can identify event-by-event the direction of the in- 
coming b-quark. This may be achievable in practice 
by exploiting the fact that the energy distrlbuUon of 
the incoming W in the proton beam is significantly 
lower than that of the incoming b-quark. Hence the 
direction of the center-of-mass momentum of the th 
system, which is along one of the beam directions, is 
highly correlated with the direction of the initial b- 
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quark momentum. Thus the appropriate observable 
in this case is,oh. (Pt × 6t ) . 
Ifpb is not identified event-by-event, the simplest 
observable is pt'z  z" (,at NOt). Equivalently, in terms 
of the decay product momenta of the top-quark, the 
observable ispt 'z  z" (qb×qw) (see table 1 ). Since the 
charged lepton from t semileptonic decay goes pref- 
erentially in the direction of the top spin [ 17 ], one 
can replace 6t by Pt+ in any observable. For t, 6r 
should be replaced by -p~_. With a parity-even phase 
space used in the analysis, the SM predicts vanishing 
expectation values for these observables. 
Using the technique described above, we find that 
a value of Ath as small as g2/10 (g2 = 0.65 ) could con- 
ceivably be detected here. This amounts to saying that 
an interference term _~ 20% ( = 2 × 0.1 ) of the SM 
cross section could be seen. This takes into account 
some geometrical losses by requiring particles to have 
I ql < 5, but no losses from branching ratios or trig- 
gering. More realism would presumably give the ob- 
servable Ath>g2/2 or g2/3. Numerically, the SM cross 
section for the SSC is about 8.4 pb, and N + - N  - 
-~ - 20 + 500, while with Ath = 0.1 one has N + - N - 
- - -2000__ 500. For the LHC the cross section is 
about ~ that of SSC, so with six times the integrated 
luminosity one does almost as well. For FNAL the 
SM cross section would produce about 30 events, so 
to see an effect one would need Ath~2Og2. These 
numbers imply that CP-vlolating vertices with 
strengths of the order of g2 or somewhat less may 
eventually be directly detectable at hadron colliders. 
While one would prefer smaller numbers, these are 
large enough to overlap with the domain of interest 
for generating a baryon asymmetry if indeed a CP- 
violating contribution of the order of the SM one is 
needed. 
3 2. qq--. Zh 
The situation here is similar to that of b W + ~ th. 
The h is only used to provide a direction, and is de- 
tected by selecting bE with Mb6=Mh. Background 
from production of Z + g ( ~ b 6 )  will necessarily be 
present but will not produce a CP-violation effect. The 
analysis is similar to that for b W +-~ th, with the Z 
polarization vector replacing the top spin direction, 
and in practice the Z polarization is analyzed by its 
decay into l+l - or into q# [ 18 ]. 
A Monte Carlo study suggests that for both SSC and 
LHC a coefficient Azh of the order of 0.05 g2/Mz  or 
larger is observable ( B R ( Z - , I + I  - )  is included). 
Note that here the effective coupling has dimensions 
(mass) -1, and thus the effect is enhanced by 
v /~ /Mz  so that a somewhat smaller coefficient is ob- 
servable than for the tt-'h vertex. 
For q~-~ Zh at FNAL, the initial q and # carry ap- 
proximately equal fractions of the beam momentum 
so that it is necessary to use observables independent 
of the directions of the incoming momenta as written 
in table 1. At pp colliders the q will typically carry a 
larger fraction of momenta then the #, thus there is a 
correlation between pq and the direction of the mo- 
tion of the center-of-mass of the Zh system. In this 
case, the simple observable (Pz+Ph)" (Ez+pz) can 
be used, with the momentum of one of the Z decay 
products replacing ~z in practice. 
3.3. g W  +-,t6,, uaV~tS,, and u d ~ t b  
The situation here is analogous to th production. If 
an effect is ever found, it will be possible to untangle 
which process is involved by using the top produc- 
tion rate and the decay angular distribution infor- 
mation. The b- (or b) provides a direction and possi- 
bly a way to discriminate between t6, tb, tb final states. 
The process u d ~  tb is doubly CKM suppressed. 
3 4 qq--'gq~t and gg~ggg  
Construction of an observable for g(p )g (p ) -~  
g(ql )g(qE)g(q3) lS complicated by the fact that the 
simplest observables, such as the triple vector prod- 
uct, are antlsymmetric in its momenta and the cross 
section is symmetric. For this process, any observa- 
ble that depends on ordering of jets (according to 
their energies, etc.) will have exactly vanishing ex- 
pectation value. This contrasts with the cases consid- 
ered by Donoghue and Valencia [ 3 ]. By trial and er- 
ror, one finds that the simplest observable that is 
symmetric in p and f and in q~, q2, and q3 is 
(9g=£. (qt ×q2) 
×~" (q, --q2) Z" (q, --q3) ~" (q2 --q3) , 
where £ is a unit vector along one of the beam 
directions. 
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The ALEPH group [ 19 ] has publ ished results im- 
plying that  the electric charge o f  energetic jets  can be 
measured  by performing an appropr ia te ly  weighted 
sum over part icles m the jet ,  using techniques based 
on earher  studies of  the JADE [ 20 ] and MAC [ 21 ] 
groups. There  appears  to be no reason ~2 why these 
techniques could not be used at hadron  colliders. As- 
suming they can be used, to study q~l-,gqClone should 
select events with three jets  with one je t  having posi- 
t ive electric charge, one negative, and  one zero, sum- 
ming over  all quark types. This should ensure a sam- 
ple mainly  from ua~gq~l and dd~gqq, separat ing 
them from ud or uu in i t ia ted  events. At S S C / L H C ,  
the events to consider  are uu-,gqq and dd--,gqq, so 
that  one would select events with two like-signs and 
one neutral  jet .  In this case the s implest  observable  is 
(ql - -q2)  "~(ql Xq2) '~,  where ql and q2 are the mo- 
menta  of  the jets  from the qq pair  and  ~ is along one 
of  the beam directions.  
Gluons  rad ia ted  off  quarks will not  induce any ap- 
parent  large CP-violat ing effect, but  will di lute any 
real effect, so they should be suppressed by cutt ing 
out  events where the neutral  je t  is near  the beam di- 
rection or ei ther  of  the final quarks. F ina l  state inter-  
act ions will cause effects of  the order  of  a s /n ,  so only 
a signal larger than this could be t rusted (see section 
2).  On the other  hand, too large an effect here would 
reduce a neutron electric d ipole  moment .  We esti- 
mate  that  there is room between these constraints  to 
look for an effect o f  the order  of  0.1. Monte  Carlo 
studies are considerably more  difficult  here than for 
two-body processes; we will provide numbers for these 
three-body processes at a later t ime. 
4. Summary 
As discussed in the in t roduct ion,  there is good mo- 
t ivat ion to look for new, large CP-violat ion effects at 
the electroweak scale, because it ~s crucial to demon-  
strate experimentally that spurious CP-violation from 
detector  and  e lec t roweak-QCD effects (examples  are 
given in section 2) are absent at the level of  any 
c la imed effect. We have argued that  CP-violat ing el- 
~2 G.K appreciates discussions wRh A Blondel on these 
questions 
fects of  the order  of  10 - 3  a r e  probably  unobservable  
at colliders. 
Given  this conclusion, it is only possible to observe 
a new, CP-vlolat ing contr ibut ion  that  interferes with 
a SM tree level process; any SM loop correct ion is 
a l ready too small  to be observable at colliders. Then 
only a small number  of  such processes could be de- 
tected. We have listed most  processes with external 
SM part icles that  could show such effects, and  de- 
scribed how to analyze the da ta  to search for them. 
In the future we will report  s imilar  analyses for ex- 
ternal  supersymmetr ic  par tners  and perhaps  other  
non-SM particles. We hope that eventually either such 
large CP-violat ing effects can be detected, or  that  
l imits  can be obta ined  that  are relevant for under-  
s tanding baryogenesls  at the electroweak scale. 
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